
West Crieff path – a generally level path with gentle gradients at each end. A linear 
route 800m long, of compacted base, which can be made into a circular route by 

returning along Sauchie Road. The path is located at the end of Ford Road (which gives 
access to Crieff Cemetery), off the A822 south of Crieff town centre. Nearest public 

accessible toilets are in James Square in the centre of Crieff.





The path gives views from a strip of woodland over the playing fields to the River Earn. 
The end of the path is a steeper section rising to join Sauchie Road near an old bridge 
over the former railway line. A level return route along Sauchie Road, where there are 

drop kerbs at all the road crossings, leads back to the A822 at Gallowhill. Turn right, and 
after 130 metres along the busy A822 you are back on the quieter Ford Road.
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